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administration of India, the value of cotton goods imported
into India had reached nearly 5 million pounds sterling.
By 1877, which was the year when Her Gracious Majesty
assumed the title of Empress of India, the value of the
cotton goods, imported into India had reached nearly 16
million sterling. % This steady increase in the import of
cotton piece goods is often quoted as a mark of India's
increasing prosperity. But is there any practical man in
India who does not see in these figures the decline of the
most extensive of Indian industries;, and therefore a loss
in the wealth of (the nation? I will not dwell longer on
this point; I have said enough to show how we have lost
ground in the past; I will now turn to our second difficulty,
the economic conditions which we have to face in our
endeavour to recover our position.
our second difficulty
Gentlemen, we will not consent to see our country made
a land of raw produce, or a dumping ground for the
manufactures of other nations. I do not believe a country
can permanently prosper by agriculture alone any more
than a country can permanently prosper by manufactures
alone; the two must (thrive side by side to give employment
to the population of a country. I do not envy the position
of England today which has so far negl'ected her agriculture
as to be, dependent on foreign nations for her food supply;
that state of things cannot last for ever. On the other hand
I do not appreciate the position of our own country which
is dependent on foreign countries for most of the manu-
factured articles required for daily use. We must rescue
her from that unhappy position, but in order to do so, we
must clearly see and understand the difficulties we have to
face.

